The "crème de la crème" or the best of the __
Items made of "papier-mâché" are made from paper and __
"c'est la vie" means such is __
"__-garde": a new artistic expression or fashion
If you have a "Raison d'être" you have a reason for __
If you know how to act in social situations you have "savoir-__"
"Esprit de corps" refers to the spirit or loyalty of a team or __
"Au revoir" means see you __
You might say "Bon appétit" before __
Term for that which comes before dessert and after the appetizer
"Laissez faire" can be a political __ meaning to let things be
You may say "Bon __" before someone leaves on a trip
"Déjà vu" literally means "__ seen"
To have "Carte __" means to be able to act without restrictions
A "faux pas" is an embarrassing __ or social error
If a group comes at you "en masse", you'd better __ __
"Mardi Gras" literally translates to Fat __
French term used to describe a short, dead end street "__-__-__"
"Double entendre" often refers to phrases that have two __
On the contrary or "au __"
"Je ne sais quoi", means __ __ __ what
Scented herbs and flowers often displayed in a pretty bowl
"Hors d'oeuvres" is another word for __ or pre-meal snacks
A "coup d'état" could result in an overthrown __
A chef's most intricate dish could be called a "pièce de __"
"A propos" means __ or fitting to the situation
"Comme ci, comme ça" is an expression of __, or feeling so-so
A married woman is addressed as "Madame"; a single woman as __